GOOD ORIENTATION PRACTICES
1.TITLE
Project newly-graduated talents
2. COUNTRY
Italy
3. SPECIFIC GOALS
Give the students the opportunity
• to have a job experience in an international environment
• to improve their language competence
• to live in a different country autonomously
4. DESCRIPTION
4.1. Who (Provider)
I.I.S Des Ambrois is supported by the Catalan school Joan Brudieu in La Seu d’Urgell.
4.2. To whom (Target group)
Every year we send five to seven students abroad for a summer twelve week work placement.
These students have taken their Upper Secondary School State Certificate (diploma) in the year
of their mobility (beginning of July).
4.3.How (Method)
Before any work placement we ask the foreign partner to send us a letter of intent in which they
accept to organize it and enclose a cost estimate of room and board together with the cost of the
tutor in case of emergencies. When the funding has been approved, we start to select the
candidates considering their motivation, reliability, school grades and the social and financial
situation of their families. During their work placement we keep in touch with the students and
the tutor provided by the foreign partner. No other inspection is expected.
After their mobility the students must prepare a report about their experience, justify every
expense through receipts, transport and museum tickets, hand in a copy of the report written by
the company tutor.
In addition to the letter of intents and the cost estimate, we sign an official agreement with the
foreign partner. The students have to fill in a form provided by the partner school.
4.4.When (Period)
From July to September (twelve weeks).
5. EVALUATION CRITERIA
This programme is specific for students who have already taken their final state exam. When
they fill in their CV they usually include this mobility and enclose the letter of the company tutor
containing the assessment of the work done.
6. LINK/S TO KNOW MORE
http://www.desambrois.it/desaweb09/progetti/docs/mastertalenti/IstitutoDesAmbroisOulx_T
alentiNeodiplomati_2017_2018.pdf

